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MENSAGEM MENSAL DE SÃO JOSÉ, TRANSMITIDA NO CENTRO MARIANO DE FIGUEIRA, MINAS
GERAIS, BRASIL, À VIDENTE IRMÃ LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Ninth day of the Novena

When the Child Jesus was little and the Most Holy Mary was a young woman, I had to leave Their
Sacred and Pure Hearts so as to be beside God, and My Heart was distressed.

My life was always a life of renunciation, from beginning to the end; it was in this way that God
polished My human condition and manifested in My Being, throughout My whole consciousness,
His Divine Purpose.

Renouncing, children, was never a simple thing for Me. My Heart - like every human heart - was
full of attachments, desires, which gradually became sublimated, but it was at the last moment of
My life, when I had to renounce being with Mary and Jesus, that I was finally able to give up human
will and live the Will of God.

This is the impulse that I bring to you for the last day of the novena that I am transmitting, because,
to begin each cycle, it is necessary to renounce the cycle that has passed, surrendering everything
into the Hands of God so that nothing belongs to you, except the Grace of being in emptiness.

On this final day, you will pray to the Father in My Name so that you learn to renounce and, like
Me, you take safe steps, because you will be empty of yourselves and filled with God:

Lord,
just as you taught Saint Joseph to renounce up

to the last instant of His life,
teach us to renounce, teach us to surrender our lives

and give us the Grace of being in the void, in the nothing,
which leads us to the fullness of Your Heart.

Amen.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


